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I am a forward-thinking web designer and developer who loves to constantly learn. I have
an open mind and enjoy collaboration with others to ensure the final product is the best it
can be. I recognize where my strengths and weaknesses are, and utilize my resources to
best complement them. I would like to continue to work with these guidelines, continually
growing and expanding my knowledge and skill set.
I have an Art & Design degree and was originally a print graphic designer. I taught myself
HTML in college, back when only people in academia and government had web pages and
you had to pay for browsers! In my quest to constantly learn, even though I started in print,
I quickly morphed into web design, followed closely by web development. I can code HTML
from scratch, as well as CSS/CSS3, JavaScript, and programming languages, including Cold
Fusion, PHP and Perl. That said, I am definitely one to see the benefit of not re-inventing
the wheel, and will use frameworks, libraries and the like when it is appropriate. I also see
the great benefit of totally custom programming when warranted by the final project
scope and needs.
As an owner of several business including a Screen Printing, Embroidery, Vinyl and Quilting
shop, I am responsible for all web design & development, and involved in all functional
aspects of the shop including design, output and technical execution. Additionally, I was an
owner of a social club and designed and developed the website to support the
membership.
My desire to continually learn keeps me busy on many fronts. I enjoy new challenges and
the reward of a job well done. Seeing my designs and projects in use is one of my favorite
rewards!

